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Abstract: Virtual Screening involves use of computational techniques for selection of active compounds from a pool of unscreened
compounds. It is the elementary phase of drug-development process .These selected active compounds are then further subjected to
screening against specific biological target There are two types of virtual screening techniques : Ligand-based and Structure-based. Our
project deals with ligand-based screening approach. This approach is used in the absence of biological targets 3D structure synopsis
and it banks on the knowledge of active and inactive compounds for the specific target. The number of computing tools and software
using target and ligand based drug discovery is increasing at an exponential rate. When we use computational techniques to find the
maximum common sub graph between two compounds it is very economical as compared to wet lab experiments.
Keywords: virtual screening, MCS problem, parallel computing, substructure matching

1. Introduction
Graphs are data structures which can depict structured
objects. It represents positions with arbitrary connections
between them. Graphs can be used to model complex
biological structures, chemical compounds, networks, etc. A
graph structure contains a finite set of ordered pairs, called
edges or arcs of vertices. A sub graph of a graph G is another
graph with the vertex set being a subset of that of G. The
edges of a sub graph is also a subset of that of G, but
restricted to the vertex set of the sub graph. Many complex
compounds are represented as graphs and they have attributes
similar to other compounds which resemble with their
structures. They are termed as Structurally Similar molecules.
They exhibit similar chemical properties and biological
activity. So it is convenient to find common structure
between compounds when represented as graphs.
MCS, known as Maximum Common Substructure Problem
denotes the largest common substructure between the graphs
under observation. The maximum common sub graph (MCS)
problem has become increasingly important in those aspects
of chemo-informatics that involve the matching of 2D or 3D
chemical structures. The maximum common sub graph of
two graphs can be obtained by constructing a search tree. As
the size of the graph increases the solution tree also burgeons
combinatorial. There are a few peculiar methods which can
be employed to resolve the MCS problem. A general solution
to maximum common sub graph comprises of the generation
of the search tree using a back track method and an
alternative method is by reduction of the MCS problem into
maximum clique enumeration.

2. Literature Survey
Virtual Screening is an early stage of drug discovery which
helps in ranking the compounds based on the extent of
similarity. This similarity ranking can be achieved with
structural similarity measures. There are many parameters
which can be used to judge the extent of similarity like
Jaccard’s Coefficient, Tanimoto Coefficient and Cosine Rule,
etc. For many applications it is important to find maximal
common sub graphs in two graphs. As the problem is NPcomplete it cannot be solved for arbitrarily large graphs.
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Searching for connected maximal common sub graphs can
reduce the complexity of the problem drastically, although it
remains NP-complete.
A non empty set S of vertices of G forms a complete graph if
each vertex of S is joined to every other vertex of S. A
complete sub graph of G is called a clique if it is maximal
i.e., if it is not contained in any other complete sub graph of
G. A clique is a complete maximal sub graph. Maximal
Clique problem comes into picture only when we are
interested in finding out the clique of maximum cardinality.
Because this problem is important for many practical
applications, a lot of research has been done to generate
optimum algorithms, for example the branch and bound
algorithm, the recursive backtracking method of Tarjan and
Trojanowski, etc. These methods work for arbitrary graphs
and have exponential runtime. So as these algorithms are
brute force algorithms, they are not very feasible
CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) is a
parallel computing platform and programming model that
boosts computing performance. It does the above mentioned
process by using the enormous amount of GPU. The
programming model is created by NVIDIA. Each CUDA
compliant device is a set of multiprocessor cores, capable of
executing large number of threads concurrently. Here there
are various threads which perform a same function but on
different data and hence help in doing tasks at a faster pace.
Every processor operates on a unique thread id and particular
allocated space. The multiprocessor cores are called device
and the main CPU is called host. Both host and device have
their own separate memory, referred as host memory and
device memory.
Producer: In CUDA programming, the producer object is
regarded as the one which makes pair of an unknown
compound and a target compound and places the pair in a
particular thread.
Consumer: The consumer object is the one which loads the
pair made by the producer object into a GPU to perform
parallel computing.
Producer Consumer Synchronization: This method
ensures that as soon as a pair (unknown and target
compound) is processed, the new pair can be loaded into the
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CPU thread. This helps in continuous processing of the pool
of unknown compounds with the target compound.

vertices with all cliques containing V’ are generated exactly
once.

3. Maximum Clique Enumeration and BronKerbosch Algorithm

4. Algorithm Design and Implementation
4.1 Building an Edge Table from SDF File

3.1 Maximum Clique Enumeration
The clique problem is one of the six fundamental problems of
known NP-complete problems. The problem of maximum
clique enumeration (MCE) is to find the clique with largest
number of vertices. A facile way is to enumerate all maximal
cliques in the graph and select the largest among them. The
running time of the algorithm depends upon the number of
maximal cliques in the graph. As the clique size increases the
time to process the edge product graph also increases
significantly.
3.2 Bron-Kerbosch Algorithm
1. Let A be the set [u1,u2.....um]
2. if (A = Null) and (B = Null) then
3. Report-Clique.
4. else
5. for i=1 to k do
6.
A = A - [u]
7.
A’ = A
8.
B’ = B
9.
n = v ∈ |u, v ∈ E
10. Enumerate – Cliques (V0 ∪ Ui, A’ ∩ N, B ∩ N)
11. B0 = B ∪ Ui
12. end for
13.end if
The above stated algorithm finds all the possible cliques
exactly once. Three sets V’, A, and B are the main
operational sets. Set V’ contains vertices of the current active
set. Set A has all the vertices which can be utilized for the
finishing of V’ because they are adjacent to the vertex added
last to V’. In B all vertices are collected, which can no longer
be used for the completion of C, because all cliques
containing these vertices are always generated. The algorithm
starts with the empty sets V’ and B. Initially, A includes all
vertices of the graph G. If A and B are empty, a clique was
found and will be reported (line 03). Besides each vertex of
A is considered in a loop (lines 04 to 11), where the
arbitrarily chosen vertex ui is eliminated from A. A and B are
copied into A’ and B’, respectively (line 06 and 07) for the
recursion. The neighbors of vertex ui are generated and
stored in N (line 08). Vertex ui is added to V’ and the
recursion call with A’ and B’ takes place. All vertices in V’
are adjacent in a pair of two; i.e. V is a vertex set of a
complete sub graph. A and B will form the complete vertex
set of all those vertices which are adjacent to V. Each vertex
u belonging to set A is adjacent to all vertices in V’. The
vertices from A are used for the extension of V’. Once a
vertex from A is used for the extension of V’ it will be
moved to B. Each vertex u belonging to set B is adjacent to
all vertices in V’. The vertex sets of all cliques containing V’
U u are already enumerated once. Once the call of the
function ENUMERATE CLIQUES () is over; the set of
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An edge table describing number of elements, nature of
bonds present between two atoms, number assigned to an
element in the algorithm was built from extracting this
information from a given sdf file of the considered
compound. Entire algorithm was implemented in python and
the ligand interaction data can be obtained as sdf file from
NCBI Pubchem repository..
4.2 Conceiving edge product graph
During this juncture, the maximum common sub graph
problem is transformed into maximum clique enumeration
problem. When given two graphs it is possible to map parts
of both the graphs onto one another. These compatibility
details of the bonds present between elements is stored in
Edge Product Graph. The maximum clique present in this
product graph gives us the maximum common sub graph
between the two examined compounds
4.3 Bron Kerbosch (BK) algorithm for substructure
matching
Bron-Kerbosch algorithm, also known as BK algorithm
furnishes the maximum clique present in the edge product
graph of the two compounds. Once we get the maximum
clique present, we can easily select the maximum common
substructure between the two compounds by utilizing details
from our earlier created matrix.
4.4 BK Algorithm application

If we consider the two given figures: 4-chlorobenzaldehyde
and 4-nitro-benzaldehyde, by using Bron-Kerbosch
algorithm on the edge product graph of these two compounds
we get 1-benzaldehyde as the maximum common
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substructure between the two graphs. The result is depicted
below as follows.

5. GPU based parallel algorithm
5.1 Parallel Algorithm Design and Description
The algorithm starts with a search initiated from a special
root node, which represents the lower bound for the optimal
solution. In the branch and bound algorithm, the branching is
done according to the search strategy adopted by the
algorithm. The proposed algorithm uses Breadth first search
method for branching. A set of nodes called the
currentActiveSet contains the list of nodes to be evaluated,
which are not yet branched. The bounding procedures are
used for the evaluation.
The algorithm starts serially, filling entries in the
currentActiveSet until there are enough number of nodes to
generate considerable number of threads. GPUs can execute
large number of threads in parallel, each thread doing simple
operations. In this algorithm, each thread will take a node
from the currentActiveSet and then evaluate a small portion
of the total search space.
Keeping the given node as root, each thread performs a
Breadth First Search operation on the graph. Here each
thread must know the branching and evaluation rules. The
new nodes found by each of the threads will be added into
the set of partial solutions.
The newly generated nodes are then evaluated for simpler
procedures. The number of times the kernel is called,
depends upon the size of the problem. Each time the kernel is
called, more threads will be launched and the sub problems
analysed will be more restrictive than the sub problem used
in the previous searches.

5.2 Steps involved in computation
1) Consider the known compound and the pool of unknown
compounds. Start pairing the target compound with an
unknown compound sequentially.
2) Allocate five threads in CPU to store these first five pairs.
3) After calculating the edge product graph in CPU, the EP
graph is sent to the GPU by consumer function for
calculation of maximum common substructure.
4) As soon as the computation in first thread is done, it takes
the next unknown(query) compound from the pool. This is
done by Producer Consumer Synchronization method.
5) The above stated process goes on till all the query
compounds have been classified on the basis of extent of
similarity.
6) The extent of similarity is calculated by finding out the
cosine co-efficient for the given unknown compounds and
sorting them accordingly.

6. Comparison between Serial and Parallel
Algorithm
The first level implementation of parallelized BK algorithm
considers two compounds and engenders the maximum
common substructure between them. We applied the same
underlying principle by comparing a particular active
compound with a pool of unknown query compounds to
generate a common substructure with maximum similarity
between the considered compounds. The unknown query
compounds were ranked according to the extent of similarity
with the target compound.

Parallel BK algorithm Design
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